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Landmark Building:
The Grotao Project shall also act as a landmark project,
serving as an innovative example of a sustainable and
comfortable building. The concrete blocks and the solar chimney are smart and robust elements, providing a
comfortable climate with the help of sun and wind. This
means, improving the indoor climate and minimizing
energy demand on the same time. These elements are
reproducible for future buildings around the project and
other places, adapting the concept to the local conditions.
Over the year, the building produces more energy by
photovoltaic than it consumes. The hybrid collectors covering the roof will produce ~ 140.000 kWh/a. The excess
energy can be used by the surrounding buildings.
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Climate Concept:
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Climate
The Climate in Sao Paulo is hot and humid for a long
range of the year. Due to the location of Sao Paulo, the
sun is shining from steep sun angles in summer. The main
wind is SSE. This is also the direction of the cooler wind
whereas the hot wind is coming from NW.
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Climate responsive concept
Passive elements:
To react to the hot and humid climate, two approaches
are possible. One option is, to encapsulate the building from environment and react to the climate by energy
consuming air-conditioning.
The other approach is, to react smart to environment. Two
measures help to improve the indoor climate: Blocking
the direct sun light to minimize solar gains and open the
building to the wind in south south east (SSE) direction,
to create a natural ventilation of the spaces. By a smart
concrete block design both measurements are taken into
account and preserve an agreeable outside view at the
same time.
The air entering the building from SSE provides a comfortable breath. The exhaust air is leaving the building by
the solar chimney, located on the west façade. The solar
chimney is driven by the sun and provided by the wind.
The sun entering the chimney through a glazed part is
heating a black absorber wall and therewith the air. The
chimney effect is driven by pressure differences of the
warm air and provided by the wind. By the solar chimney
effect energy for ventilation is saved.
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Building Systems:
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The façade itself is comprised of a variety of elements that
will serve as components within the orientation and function of the building. This concept uses a maximum of the
environmental resources available on each of the different orientations of the building. Depending on environmental need and program, the façade can be oriented to
allow for ventilation to gain cooling, to add a comfortable
amount of sun screening to reduce overheating and to introduce apertures for viewing and light. This is a concept
that can be fine tuned with sophisticated thermal analytic
programs to create a perfect performance year-round.
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Hybrid Photovoltaic Panels
Electricity during the day
IR-Emission of water during the night
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Air Conditioner
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Shading
Protects against solar exposure along the east and
west facade
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Slab Cooling
Tempering the concrete structure with embedded
hydronic piping
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Hybrid Ventilation
Natural ventilation in shoulder seasons
AC operation in humid season
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Cross Ventilation
Wind from south direction provides
fresh air, warm winds coming from north
direction are blocked by the hill
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Cooling Water Cycle
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Facade Concept:

The individual block and the wall construction are highly
transferable. There is a strong desire that these simple
concrete blocks be produced locally. This will have a
strong economic impact through the introduction of a
micro economy. Furthermore, this local production will
introduce the knowledge of this smart block construction
into the neighbourhood. Through this educational export, community members who work in this micro economy can use this knowledge twofold. The first is to start
small independent companies, where they can produce
these units and sell them. The second is to understand
the properties of the block itself and to introduce the
brick module into the community’s construction dialogue.
Currently in the favela, most houses are built with red clay
block. Individuals could easily substitute the smart concrete block for the clay block and benefit from the positive environmental impact. Through this block and the
other project components, this building will introduce a
broader understanding of building principles and smart
technologies that can be transferred and apadted.

Natural Ventilation Chimney
Combination of stack, solar and wind supported
ventilation system
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Active elements:
To improve indoor climate, the thermal mass of the building is cooled by active slabs. Water flows through embedded pipes inside the ceiling and absorbing the heat
of the room. The chilled ceiling improves the operative
temperature (the felt temperature). The heat is rejected
to the terraces. The concrete of the terrace structure is
acting as a thermal storage. At night, the water is cooled
by flowing through hybrid collectors, located on the roof.
These hybrid (photovoltaic and thermal) collectors have
two functions:
Producing electricity by the photovoltaic elements at
daytime and cooling the water for the active slab by the
thermal elements at night time, by emitting the energy to
the cool night sky.
At daytime the water is cooling the photovoltaic elements
to improve efficiency. (The warm water can also help, to
improve the solar chimney effect by heating up the air).
The concert hall on top of the building requires a high
quality conditioned space corresponding to 200 spectators and 165 musicians and their climate sensible instruments. A special room for the instruments would help to
minimize the conditioned space outside the time of use.
The energy consumption is estimated as 15.000 kWh for
the rehearsals. The energy consumption for performance
halls is highly depending of the usage and the installed
light. Estimating 100 kWh/m²/a for the performance halls
results in ~ 120.000 kWh/a.
By covering 80 % of the roof with the hybrid collectors the
amount of 150.000 kWh of electric power can be produced over the year.

An innovative concept is one that can be transferred into
a marketable product or production methodology. In
some cases that concept is transferrable into a diversity
of products and architectural projects. The façade of
the Fábrica da Música provides both innovation and a
transferability of product and idea through rethinking the
standard wall element. While building envelopes typically fulfil minimum functions, this wall embodies multiple
functionalities by separating the load bearing structure
into a smart skeleton structure that can be programmed
with a wide range of smart technology supporting bricks.
These bricks can be specified according to program, sun
orientation, wind conditions, and a variety of other functions. This provides a highly performative wall element
that can be subdivided into different functions. Each brick
is flexible and interlocking, resulting in an economically
efficient building system. The infill of each brick will be
demand driven and will perform as simple light redirecting elements, sun shading elements or even simple ventilation units. The block unit can be taken even further, by
introducing a concrete sandwich with an insulation core,
the block can be insert with a variety of plug-in options
according to the buildings function and location. The
simple structural frame provides complete freedom for
the block elements, allowing each unit to be as low-tech
or high-tech as necessary.
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Heat rejection from Air Conditioner
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Heat sink during day
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Heat emission during night by 			
lunar collector on roof
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Chilled water to air conditioner

